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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the Global Network Mission (GNM) is to deploy simple landers
on the Martian surface in late 1998. The objective is to create a globally distributed
network of ground stations which will collect environmental data, perhaps for as long
as several years. The GNM presents unique mission design challenges, which are
addressed by the following essay.
The GNM mission concept calls for two carrier spacecraft, each equipped with a
number of simple landers. Some of the landers may be deployed from approach, either
to reduce carrier mass prior to orbit insertion, or to reach latitudes not available from
the carrier orbit. The remaining landers are deployed from orbit.
One configuration for the Global Network Mission was proposed in a report
from the Exploration Precursors Task Team to the Office of Space Science and
Applications. 1 This formed the basis of a previous orbit design for the GNM. 2 The
following analysis uses this mission scenario as a point of reference, but results from
the current study are generally applicable to a wide range of GNM mission variants.
FACTORS INFLUENCING MISSION DESIGN
The need to minimize the orbit insertion AV of the carrier implies that the carrier
orbit be as elliptical as possible, and have a low periapse altitude. Elliptical orbits also
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lead to lower de-orbit AV's than circular orbits.
A number of other requirements act in concert to lay severe constraints on the
orbit design for this mission. Among them is the need to distribute the landing sites
globally. The overall goals of the mission, as well as guidance from the Mars Science
Working Group, indicate a need to emplace landers near the Martian poles. This calls
for an orbit capable of reaching latitudes of at least +80". Coupled with this
requirement is the need for good lighting angles at impact, to support descent imaging.
Ideally, the sun elevations at impact would never exceed 30" or fall below 15". An
acceptable range of solar elevations is 10" to 45". 1 The lighting conditions, coupled
with the requirement for extensive latitudinal dispersal, constitute the major orbit
design drivers.
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In most cases, the lander is restricted to a given range of entry flight path
angles. This has particular significance in the case of landers deployed from approach.
The circumstances of the interplanetary trajectory, in particular the declination of the
arrival asymptote, produce a minor circle of impact points which satisfy the desired
entry angle. This leads to severe restrictions on the maximum north and south
latitudes available to an approach lander. For example, a high negative approach
declination produces rather low maximum northern latitudes at the desired entry
angle. The only way to achieve impact at the North Pole in this case is to enter at
prohibitively steep entry angles. 2 In addition, approach-deployed landers must accept
whateVer iightlng ¢on_itlons are available at {heir impact latitude.
ASSUMPTIONS
The current analysis uses the nominal GNM mission plan des_ibed in Reference
2. This specifies a lalmclqperiod from _ember 6, 1998 to December 26, 1998, and an
arrival period from September 22, 1999 to October 9, 1999. Entry interface was defined
at an altitude of 125 km, and the nominal entry flight path angle at this point was taken
to be -20 °. The impact point was determined by propagating the free space trajectory
from entry interface to an altitude of 10 km. Impact was assumed to occur directly
beneath this point. (Atmospheric deceleration was not specifically addressed. The
effects of drag would change the impact point by only a very few degrees along-track.)
As mentioned earlier, this was only a reference scenario. The results are applicable to
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a range of entry angles and mission options.
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The nominal deployment scenario described in Reference 2 was retained for this
study. Figure I illustrates the deployment technique, in which the lander's de-orbit AV
is applied tangential to the carrier's motion, and parallel to the entry velocity vector.
This assures zero angle of attack at entry. The advantage of this mode of deployment
is that no attitude sensors or attitude adjustments are required after deployment. All
orbit-deployed landers are deployed from a fixed point in the carrier's orbit, and
always impact at a fixed true anomaly with respect to the carrier's periapse location.
As the carrier periapse moves due to nodal and apsidal rotation, the impact point
moves along the surface of the target planet. The orbit must be chosen such that the
nodal and apsidal motions place the impact points at favorable lighting conditions.
Note that the maximum latitude available from orbit is equal to the orbital inclination.
Longitudinal placement is achieved by making very small changes in the orbital period,
causing the ground track to "walk" in longitude.
PREWOUS ORBIT DESIGN
The nominal orbit design described in Reference 2 involves one carrier in a 45"
inclined orbit, and a second carrier in a complementary, 135" retrograde orbit. Both
carriers are in 1/5 sol site-synchronous orbits with periapse altitudes of 200 km. Figure
2 shows a plot of sun elevation at impact vs. latitude of impact for the 45" orbit. As
shown, immediately after insertion, the carrier can deploy landers at favorable sun
elevation angles. In this orbit, there is a single sweep of deployment opportunities
from 45"N to 45"S. The retrograde, 135" orbiter must wait between 70 and 150 days
after arrival before deploying its landers. The retrograde orbiter sweeps once from
45"S to 45"N.
The advantage of the nominal orbit design is that somelanders may be deployed
immediately after arrival. This orbit does not allow easy attainment of high latitudes,
however. In order to reach the North Pole, a lander would have to be deployed on
approach, and enter the atmosphere at very steep entry angles (-43.9" to -49.8"). 2 A
lander placed at the North Pole would also enter in darkness. Another factor to
consider is the lack of deployment redundancy; there is only one deployment sweep
from 45"N to 45"S. Favorable lighting angles do not occur again for several hundred
days, and only for a narrow range of latitudes.
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4POLAR ORBIT
Figure 3 shows a plot of solar elevation at impact vs. latitude of impact for a
carrier in a 1/5 sol orbit, with an inclination of exactly 90" and a periapse altitude of
275 km. The graph applies to a direct, periapse insertion from a northern approach at
the start of the arrival period. Initially, the impact point is at the North Pole, which is
in darkness. After waiting approximately 160 days, however, the impact point has
moved to the Southern Hemisphere, and the lighting angles have moved into the
acceptable range. Shortly thereafter, the impact point sweeps from the South Pole to
the North Pole, remaining at good lighting angles. After the North Pole is reached, the
impact points move south again, staying at reasonable lighting conditions until a
latitude of 55"S is attained.
This situation occurs, in part, because the impact point moves from the South
Pole to the North Pole as the Sun is moving from the Southern Hemisphere to the
Northern Hemisphere. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how the impact point follows the
Sun. In addition, it is necessary that the orbit plane be placed properly with respect to
the Sun, and that the rate of periapse advance be chosen to complement both the nodal
movement with respect to the Sun, and the rateof change in solar declination. The 1/5
sol orbit is the most elliptical site-synchronous orbit with the required cfiaracteristics,
and the 275 km periapse altitude provides the best lighting conditions for both the
south-north sweep and the sweep from the North Pole to 55"S. The situation is similar
at the end of the arrival period, although a small periapse rotation at insertion is
required.
The advantages of SU_ an orbit are evident. It allows landers to be plac_d
anywhere on the Martian surface at reasonable lighting conditions and at the desired
by _ sweep from 90"N toentry angle. A measure of redundancy is afforded the second ....
55"S. (This sweep could be used as backup in the event of failed landings on the first
sweep.) The polar landers would be deployed from orbit instead of approach, and
would enter at the nominal entry angle. The option exists to deploy all the landers
from orbit, thereby eliminating the need for two deployment techniques, and avoiding
the larger landing dispersion of approach-deployed landers.
The major disadvantage of this orbit design is the 160 day wait time required
before lander deployment. This interval is largely unavoidable, as the orbit only slowly
drifts into the required solar geometry. It should be noted, however, that for the 1998
opportunity, the wait interval allows the dust storm season to pass before first
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deployment. The time could be used for other purposes as well, such as aeronomy
measurements. The carrier could be placed in an orbit with a lower periapse, and then
elevated to the 275 km altitude for a small investment in AV.
CONCLUSIONS
A 1/5 sol, polar orbit with a periapse altitude of 275 km offers the best
circumstances for orbital deployment of the Global Network Mission landers. It
allows easy polar access at nominal entry angles, and global dispersal of landing sites
at lighting angles suitable for descent imaging. The polar orbit allows the option of
deploying all the landers from orbit. A wait interval of 160 days after arrival is
required before deployment can commence.
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